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Vic’s perspective

Coming Events

I hope by now most of you will have visited our new website
and explored its offerings. We hope to add more content in
time, especially stories about our activities like the outing to
Anna Bay in September and the Kiama outing at the end of the
last week in October - go the Activities/ outings and
workshops. Website: https://www.manlycameraclub.org.au/
I hope these stories encourage more members to join in these
short trips away exploring the local geography, capturing
images, enjoying the company of other members and learning
more about pursuing the wonderful passion of photography.
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A Learning event:

Be inspired

I have sometimes wondered what use is made of the
registered shooting mode on most cameras—mine has two, C1
and C2 (some cameras have more). Then I chanced on a
Creative Live video by Jarrad Platt an American wedding
photographer. He uses custom settings to have instant ability
to switch camera settings for three different exposure
situations: well lit ambient, unlit ambient and daylight. I realised
this was a way to have my camera ready for two modes that
require a variety of settings and best not done in the heat of
the moment; long exposure and exposure bracketing. Rather
than set up each time I have the settings ready to go; eg, C1,
Mirror lockup, Bulb mode, Bulb timer ‘on’. C2, Aperture
Priority, exposure bracket interval, bracketing-auto-cancel
turned off and number of shots for the bracket. Saves hunting
though your menu settings! All camera settings can be
registered in each mode.

American Nature
photographer, Glenn
Bartley—Australian birds.

(Continued on page 2)

http://www.glennbartley.com/
naturephotography/articles/
Gallery%20-%
20Australia2019.html

Quote of the month:
“The camera is an
instrument that teaches
people how to see without
a camera. “
– Dorohea Lange
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I also use the My Menu function in any case to have the most
used menu items in one menu. IMHO, this is the most useful
customisation function for any camera.

Useful websites

Check out the tips below right to improve your nature shots for
next February.

school.com/

Thank you all for your support and participation this year.

list

https://digital-photography-

Comprehensive subjects

http://www.markgaler.com/
(PS and LR training)

In review
Since the last newsletter we have had the results for the FCC
interclub competition—see the FCC November Newsletter. I
think we acquited ouselves well with aggregate scores putting
us in the top 10 of 20 clubs entering for three of the five
categories.

Since the last letter we have had three comps and a Macro
presentation by Laurie Wilson which most members attending
regarded as the best macro presentation we have experienced
because it made the subject much more approachable.
The Open comp on 12 September was judged by Robyn Moon,
the Emotions Comp on 10 October by Adam Yip and the Open
IPNE on 24 October by Tanya Du Tois. Robyn has an
enthusiastic personality and passion for photography that
illuminated her judging. Adam is an experienced freelance
photo journalist who applied a critical eye to our ability to
convey emotions in a photo. Tanya is an experienced
professional and FCC judge with a keen eye for the effect of
post processing on an image. Thanks to each for their
contribution.
The AGM and elections for the management committee is
coming up in November and we are looking for one or two
people to take over from retiring members. The roles are not
onerous and provide a valuable input into the governance of
the club. Please nominate if you feel even half inclined to do
so.

https://
www.creativelive.com/
(on line classes - extensive
library of courses)

Useful tips
Editing nature shots”

https://digital-photographyschool.com/5-naturephotography-editing-tips-tocreate-stunning-images-inseconds/

Exhibition on 6-17
Nov.
Nebuli Arts “SlowPHO” at
the Art Space on the
Concourse, Chatswood
featuring Lyn Arnold, John
Bardell, Susan Buchanan
and Carolyn Pettigrew.
https://
www.willoughby.nsw.gov.a
u/EventDetails.aspx?
PageID=1892&eventid=75
36

Free brushes for Photoshop CC (n/a for PSE): In Photoshop simply click on the brush

tool, then click on the brush size. A drop down menu will appear. Click on the setting icon in the top
right hand corner and choose Get more brushes. You will then be taken to the Adobe site to download 1000 free brushes created by Kylie Webster (courtesy of Bill G).
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Carrington Falls near Robertson inland from Kiama—2.30
pm 31 October; hot and hazy day making for deep shadows
and hot highlights. About 160m from top to bottom.

